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       Chandogya Upanisad 6.1.3 are satisfied, he himself, possessing children, livestock, a food supply, fame, and the luster of sacred knowledge, attains satisfaction. 22 "The fourth offering he makes, he should offer with the words: 'To the link- breath, svaha!' Thus the link-breath becomes satisfied. 2And when the link- breath is satisfied, the mind becomes satisfied; when the mind is satisfied, the rain becomes satisfied; when the rain is satisfied, the lightning becomes satisfied; when the lightning is satisfied, whatever the lightning and the rain oversee is satisfied. Once these are satisfied, he himself, possessing children, livestock, a food supply, fame, and the luster of sacred knowledge, attains satisfaction. 23 "The fifth offering he makes, he should offer with the words: 'To the up- breath, svaha!' Thus the up-breath becomes satisfied. 2 And when the up- breath is satisfied, the wind becomes satisfied; when the wind is satisfied, space becomes satisfied; when space is satisfied, whatever the wind and space oversee is satisfied. Once these are satisfied, he himself, possessing children, livestock, a food supply, fame, and the luster of sacred knowledge, attains satisfaction. 24 "If someone were to offer the daily fire sacrifice without knowing this, it would be as if he had removed the burning embers and made his offering on the ashes. 2If, on the other hand, someone were to offer the daily fire sacrifice with this knowledge, that offering of his is made within all the worlds, all the beings, and all the selves. 3 "When someone offers the daily fire sacrifice with this knowledge, all the bad things in him are burnt up like the tip of a reed stuck into a fire. 4Therefore, even if a man who has this knowledge were to give his leftovers to an outcaste, thereby he would have made an offering in that self of his which is common to all men. On this point there is this verse: As around their mother here hungry children gather; So at the fire sacrifice, do all the beings gather." ADHYAYA 6 There was one Svetaketu, the son of Aruni. One day his father told him: 1 "Svetaketu, take up the celibate life of a student, for there is no one in our fam- ily, my son, who has not studied and is the kind of Brahmin who is so only because of birth." 2 So he went away to become a student at the age of twelve and, after learning all the Vedas, returned when he was twenty-four, swellheaded, thinking himself to be learned, and arrogant. 3 His father then said to him: "Svetaketu, here you are, my 245 Chandogya Upanisad 6.3.4 son, swell-headed, thinking yourself to be learned, and arrogant; so you must have surely asked about that rule of substitution by which one hears what has not been heard of before, thinks of what has not been thought of before, and perceives what has not been perceived before?" "How indeed does that rule of substitution work, sir?" 4 "It is like this, son. By means of just one lump of clay one would perceive everything made of clay—the transformation is a verbal handle, a name—while the reality is just this: 'It's clay.' 5 "It is like this, son. By means of just one copper trinket one would perceive everything made of copper—the transformation is a verbal handle, a name—while the reality is just this: 'It's copper.' 6 "It is like this, son. By means of just one nail-cutter one would perceive every- thing made of iron—the transformation is a verbal handle, a name—while the real- ity is just this: 'It's iron.' "That, son, is how this rule of substitution works." 7 "Surely, those illustrious men did not know this, for had they known, how could they have not told it to me? So, why don't you, sir, tell me yourself?" "All right, son," he replied. 2 "In the beginning, son, this world was simply what is existent—one only, without a second. Now, on this point some do say: 'In the beginning this world was simply what is nonexistent—one only, without a second. And from what is nonexistent was born what is existent.' 2 "But, son, how can that possibly be?" he continued. "How can what is existent be born from what is nonexistent? On the contrary, son, in the beginning this world was simply what is existent—one only, without a second. 3 "And it thought to itself: 'Let me become many. Let me propagate myself.' It emitted heat. The heat thought to itself: 'Let me become many. Let me propagate myself.' It emitted water. Whenever it is hot, therefore, a man surely perspires; and thus it is from heat that water is produced. 4The water thought to itself: 'Let me be- come many. Let me propagate myself.' It emitted food. Whenever it rains, therefore, food becomes abundant; and thus it is from water that foodstuffs are pro- duced. "There are, as you can see, only three sources from which these creatures here 3 originate: they are born from eggs, from living individuals, or from sprouts. 2 "Then that same deity thought to itself: 'Come now, why don't I establish the distinctions of name and appearance by entering these three deities here with this living self (atman), 3 and make each of them threefold.' So, that deity established the distinctions of name and appearance by entering these three deities here with this living self (atmari), 4and made each of them threefold. "Learn from me, my son, how each of these three deities becomes threefold. 247 Chandogya Upanisad 6.6.5 4 "The red appearance of a fire is, in fact, the appearance of heat, the white, that of water, and the black, that of food. So vanishes from the fire the character of fire—the transformation is a verbal handle, a name—while the reality is just, 'It's the three appearances.' 2 "The red appearance of the sun is, in fact, the appearance of heat, the white, that of water, and the black, that of food. So vanishes from the sun the character of sun—the transformation is a verbal handle, a name—while the reality is just, 'It's the three appearances.' 3 "The red appearance of the moon is, in fact, the appearance of heat, the white, that of water, and the black, that of food. So vanishes from the moon the character of moon—the transformation is a verbal handle, a name—while the reality is just, 'It's the three appearances.' 4 "The red appearance of lightning is, in fact, the appearance of heat, the white, that of water, and the black, that of food. So vanishes from lightning the character of lightning—the transformation is a verbal handle, a name—while the reality is just, 'It's the three appearances.' 5 "It was, indeed, this that they knew, those extremely wealthy and immensely learned householders of old, when they said: 'Now no one will be able to spring something upon us that we have not heard of or thought of or understood before.' For they derived that knowledge from these three—6when they noticed anything that was reddish, they knew: 'That is the appearance of heat'; when they noticed anything that was whitish, they knew: 'That is the appearance of water'; when they noticed anything that was blackish, they knew: 'That is the appearance of food'; 7 and when they noticed anything that was somehow indistinct, they knew: 'That is a combination of these same three deities.' "Learn from me, son, how, when they enter a man, each of these three deities becomes threefold. 5 "When one eats food it breaks down into three parts. The densest becomes fe- ces, the medium becomes flesh, and the finest becomes mind. 2 When one drinks water it breaks down into three parts. The densest becomes urine, the me- dium becomes blood, and the finest becomes breath. 3When one eats heat it breaks down into three parts. The densest becomes bones, the medium becomes marrow, and the finest becomes speech. 4For the mind is made up of food, son; breath, of water; and speech, of heat." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son." 6 "When one churns curd, its finest part rises to the top and becomes butter. 2 In the same way, son, when one eats food its finest part rises to the top and be- comes mind; 3 when one drinks water its finest part rises to the top and becomes breath; 4 and when one eats heat its finest part rises to the top and becomes speech. 5 For the mind is made up of food, son; breath, of water; and speech, of heat." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son. 249 Chandogya Upanisad 6.8.5 7 "A man, my son, consists of sixteen parts. Do not eat for fifteen days, but drink water at will. Breath is made of water; so it will not be cut off if one drinks." 2 Svetaketu did not eat for fifteen days. Then he came back to his father and said: "What shall I recite, sir?" "The Rg verses, the Yajus formulas, and the Saman chants." "Sir, I just can't remember them," he replied. 3 And his father said to him: "It is like this, son. Out of a huge fire that one has built, if there is left only a single ember the size of a firefly—by means of that the fire thereafter would not burn all that much. Likewise, son, you are left with only one of your sixteen parts; by means of that at present you don't remember the Vedas. "Eat, and then you will learn from me." 4 He ate and then came back to his father. And he answered everything that his father asked. 5 And the father said to him: "It is like this, son. Out of a huge fire that one has built, if there is left only a single ember the size of a firefly and if one were to cover it with straw and set it ablaze—by means of that, the fire thereafter would burn very much. 6Likewise, son, you were left with only one of your sixteen parts, and when you covered it with food, it was set ablaze—by means of that you now remember the Vedas, for the mind, son, is made up of food; breath, of water; and speech, of heat." And he did, indeed, learn it from him. 8 Uddalaka Aruni said to his son, Svetaketu: "Son, learn from me the nature of sleep. When one says here: 'The man is sleeping,' son, then he is united with the existent; into himself (sva) he has entered (apita). Therefore, people say with reference to him: 'He is sleeping' (svapiti), for then he has entered into himself. 2 "It is like this. Take a bird that is tied with a string. It will fly off in every di- rection and, when it cannot find a resting place anywhere else, it will alight back upon the very thing to which it is tied. Similarly, son, the mind flies off in every direction and, when it cannot find a resting place anywhere else, it alights back upon the breath itself; for the mind, my son, is tied to the breath. 3 "Son, learn from me about hunger and thirst. When one says here: 'The man is hungry,' then the water drives away with what he has eaten. So, just as one calls someone a 'cattle-driver,' or a 'horse-driver,' or a 'man-driver,' similarly one calls water 'hunger'—the 'food-driver.' "With regard to this, son, you should recognize this as a bud that has come out. It cannot be without a root, 4 and what could its root be if not food? Likewise, son, with food as the bud, look to water as the root; with water as the bud, look to heat as the root; and with heat as the bud, look to the existent as the root. The existent, my son, is the root of all these creatures—the existent is their resting placs, the existent is their foundation. 5 "When, moreover, one says here: 'The man is thirsty,' then the heat drives away with what he has drunk. So, just as one calls someone a 'cattle-driver,' or a 'horse-driver,' or a 'man-driver,' similarly one calls heat 'thirst'—the 'water- driver.' 251 Chandogya Upanisad 6.11.2 "With regard to this, son, you should recognize this as a bud that has come out. It cannot be without a root, 6and what could its root be if not water? Likewise, son, with water as the bud, look to heat as the root; and with heat as the bud, look to the existent as the root. The existent, my son, is the root of all these creatures—the ex- istent is their resting place, the existent is their foundation. "I have already explained to you, son, how, when they enter a man, each of these three deities become threefold. "When a man is dying, my son, his speech merges into his mind; his mind, into his breath; his breath, into heat; and heat, into the highest deity. 7 "The finest essence here—that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the truth; that is the self (atman). And that's how you are, Svetaketu." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son. 9 "Now, take the bees, son. They prepare the honey by gathering nectar from a variety of trees and by reducing that nectar to a homogeneous whole. 2In that state the nectar from each different tree is not able to differentiate: 'I am the nectar of that tree,' and 'I am the nectar of this tree.' In exactly the same way, son, when all these creatures merge into the existent, they are not aware that: 'We are merging into the existent.' 3 No matter what they are in this world—whether it is a tiger, a lion, a wolf, a boar, a worm, a moth, a gnat, or a mosquito—they all merge into that. 4 "The finest essence here—that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the truth; that is the self (atman). And that's how you are, Svetaketu." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son. 10 "Now, take these rivers, son. The easterly ones flow toward the east, and the westerly ones flow toward the west. From the ocean, they merge into the very ocean; they become just the ocean. In that state they are not aware that: 'I am that river,' and 'I am this river.' 2In exactly the same way, son, when all these creatures reach the existent, they are not aware that: 'We are reaching the existent.' No matter what they are in this world—whether it is a tiger, a lion, a wolf, a boar, a worm, a moth, a gnat, or a mosquito—they all merge into that. 3 "The finest essence here—that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the truth; that is the self (atman). And that's how you are, Svetaketu." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son. "Now, take this huge tree here, son. If someone were to hack it at the bot- 11 tom, its living sap would flow. Likewise, if someone were to hack it in the middle, its living sap would flow; and if someone were to hack it at the top, its liv- ing sap would flow. Pervaded by the living (jiva) essence (atman), this tree stands here ceaselessly drinking water and flourishing. 2 When, however, life (jiva) leaves one of its branches, that branch withers away. When it leaves a second branch, that 253 Chandogya Upanisad 6.13.3 likewise withers away, and when it leaves a third branch, that also withers away. When it leaves the entire tree, the whole tree withers away. 3 "In exactly the same way," he continued, "know that this, of course, dies when it is bereft of life (jiva); but life itself does not die. "The finest essence here—that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the truth; that is the self (atman). And that's how you are, Svetaketu." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son. 12 "Bring a banyan fruit." "Here it is, sir." "Cut it up." "I've cut it up, sir." "What do you see there?" "These quite tiny seeds, sir." "Now, take one of them and cut it up." "I've cut one up, sir." "What do you see there?" "Nothing, sir." 2 Then he told him: "This finest essence here, son, that you can't even see— look how on account of that finest essence this huge banyan tree stands here. "Believe, my son: 3 the finest essence here—that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the truth; that is the self (atman). And that's how you are, Svetaketu." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son. 13 "Put this chunk of salt in a container of water and come back tomorrow." The son did as he was told, and the father said to him: "The chunk of salt you put in the water last evening—bring it here." He groped for it but could not find it, 2 as it had dissolved completely. "Now, take a sip from this corner," said the father. "How does it taste?" "Salty." "Take a sip from the center.—How does it taste?" "Salty." "Take a sip from that corner.—How does it taste?" "Salty." "Throw it out and come back later." He did as he was told and found that the salt was always there. The father told him: "You, of course, did not see it there, son; yet it was always right there. 3 "The finest essence here—that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the truth; that is the self (atman). And that's how you are, Svetaketu." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son. 255 Chandogya Upanisad 7.1.1 14 "Take, for example, son, a man who is brought here blindfolded from the land of Gandhara and then left in a deserted region. As he was brought blindfolded and left there blindfolded, he would drift about there toward the east, or the north, or the south. 2Now, if someone were to free him from his blindfold and tell him, 'Go that way; the land of Gandhara is in that direction,' being a learned and wise man, he would go from village to village asking for directions and finally arrive in the land of Gandhara. In exactly the same way in this world when a man has a teacher, he knows: 'There is a delay for me here only until I am freed; but then I will arrive!' 3 "The finest essence here—that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the truth; that is the self (atman). And that's how you are, Svetaketu." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son. 15 "Take, for example, son, a man gravely ill. His relatives gather around him and ask: 'Do you recognize me?' 'Do you recognize me?' As long as his voice does not merge into his mind; his mind, into his breath; his breath, into heat; and heat, into the highest deity, he recognizes them. 2 When, however, his voice merges into his mind; his mind, into his breath; his breath, into heat; and heat, into the highest deity, then he no longer recognizes them. 3 "The finest essence here—that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the truth; that is the self (atman). And that's how you are, Svetaketu." "Sir, teach me more." "Very well, son. 16 "Take, for example, son, a manacled man brought here by people shouting: 'He's a thief! He has committed a theft! Heat an ax for him!' Now, if he is guilty of the crime, then he turns himself into a lie; uttering a lie and covering him- self in a lie, he takes hold of the ax and gets burnt, upon which he is executed. 2If, on the other hand, he is innocent of the crime, then he turns himself into the truth; uttering the truth and covering himself with the truth, he takes hold of the ax and is not burnt, upon which he is released. 3 "What on that occasion prevents him from being burnt—that constitutes the self of this whole world; that is the truth; that is the self (atman). And that's how you are, Svetaketu." And he did, indeed, learn it from him. ADHYAYA 7 "Sir, teach me," said Narada as he came up to Sanatkumara. He replied: "Come 1 to me with what you know. Then I'll tell you what more there is to know." 257 Chandogya Upanisad 8.7.1 (yah) is the knower (jnata). And what people normally call an offering (ista) is, in reality, the life of a celibate student, for it is by seeking (istva) through the life of a celibate student that one finds the self. 2 Further, what people normally call "the embarking on a long sacrifice" (sattrayana) is, in reality, the life of a celibate stu- dent, for it is by the life of a celibate student that one finds protection (trana) for that which is (sat), for the self (atman). And what people normally call a vow of silence (mauna) is, in reality, the life of a celibate student, for it is through the life of a celibate student that one finds the self and then thinks (manute) of it. 3 What people normally call "the embarking on a fast" (anasakayana), moreover, is, in re- ality, the life of a celibate student, for the self one finds by living the life of a celibate student does not perish (na nasyati). And finally, what people normally call "the embarking to the wilderness" (aranyayana) is, in reality, the life of a celibate student. Now, Ara and Nya are the two seas in the world of brahman, that is, in the third heaven from here. In that world are also the lake Airarnmadiya, the banyan tree Somasavana, the fort Aparajita, and brahman's golden hall Prabhu. 4 So, only those who, by the life of a celibate student, find these two seas, Ara and Nya, in the world of brahman come to possess that world, and they obtain com- plete freedom of movement in all the worlds. 6 Now, these veins of the heart consist of the finest essence of orange, white, blue, yellow, and red. The sun up there, likewise, is orange, white, blue, yel- low, and red. 2Just as a long highway traverses both the villages, the one near by and the one far away, so also these rays of the sun traverse both the worlds, the one down here and the one up above. Extending out from the sun up there, they slip into these veins here, and extending out from these veins here, they slip into the sun up there. 3 So, when someone is sound asleep here, totally collected and serene, and sees no dreams, he has then slipped into these veins. No evil thing can touch him, for he is then linked with radiance. 4 Now, when someone here has become extremely infirm, people sit around him and ask: "Do you recognize me?" "Do you recognize me?" As long as he has not departed from the body, he would recognize them. 5 But when he is departing from this body, he rises up along those same rays. He goes up with the sound "OM." No sooner does he think of it than he reaches the sun. It is the door to the farther world, open to those who have the knowledge but closed to those who do not. 6 In this connection, there is this verse: One hundred and one, the veins of the heart. One of them runs up to the crown of the head. Going up by it, he reaches the immortal. The rest, in their ascent, spread out in all directions. "The self (atman) that is free from evils, free from old age and death, free from 7 sorrow, free from hunger and thirst; the self whose desires and intentions are real—that is the self that you should try to discover, that is the self that you should 279 Chandogya Upanisad 8.8.4 seek to perceive. When someone discovers that self and perceives it, he obtains all the worlds, and all his desires are fulfilled." So said Prajapati. 2 Both the gods and the demons became aware of this, and each side talked it over: "Come, let's discover that self (atman) by discovering which one obtains all the worlds, and all one's desires are fulfilled." Then Indra set out from among the gods, and Virocana, from among the demons. And going there independently, the two arrived in the presence of Prajapati carrying firewood in their hands. 3 They lived the life of celibate students for thirty-two years. Then Prajapati asked them: "Why have you lived here? What do you want?" They replied: "Sir, people report these words of yours: 'The self (atman) that is free from evils, free from old age and death, free from sorrow, free from hunger and thirst; the self whose desires and intentions are real—that is the self that you should try to discover, that is the self that you should seek to perceive. When someone dis- covers that self and perceives it, he obtains all the worlds, and all his desires are fulfilled.'" "So, you have lived here seeking that self." 4Prajapati then told them: "This person that one sees here in the eye—that is the self (atman); that is the immortal; that is the one free from fear; that is brahman" "But then, sir, who is the one that's seen here in the water and here in a mir- ror?" "It is the same one who is seen in all these surfaces," replied Prajapati. "Look at yourselves (atman) in a pan of water. And let me know if there is 8 anything you do not perceive about yourselves." So they looked into a pan of water. Prajapati asked them: "What do you see?" And they replied: "Sir, we see here our entire body (atman), a perfect likeness down to the very hairs of the body, down to the very nails." 2 Prajapati told them then: "Adorn yourself beautifully, dress well, and spruce yourself up, and then look into a pan of water." So they adorned themselves beauti- fully, dressed well, and spruced themselves up, and then looked into a pan of water. Prajapati asked them: "What do you see?" 3 And they replied: "Sir, as the two of us here are beautifully adorned, well dressed, and all spruced up, in exactly the same way are these, sir, beautifully adorned, well dressed, and all spruced up." "That is the self (atman); that is the immortal; that is the one free from fear; that is brahman" Prajapati told them. And the two of them left with contented hearts. 4 Seeing the two depart, Prajapati observed: "There they go, without learning about the self (atman), without discovering the self! The side that will hold to this correspondence (upanisad), whether it is the gods or the demons, is bound to be vanquished." Now, Virocana, his heart totally content, went back to the demons and an- nounced to them this correspondence (upanisad): "It is the body (atman) that one should extol in this world. It is the body that one should care for. When someone extols the body alone in this world, when he cares only for the body, he wins both 281 Chandogya Upanisad 8.10.4 this world and the next." 5 Therefore, even today people here say of a man who gives no gifts, has no faith, and offers no sacrifices: "What a demonic fellow!" This is, indeed, the correspondence (upanisad) that demons hold to; they perform the funerary rites for the body of a dead person with offerings of food, garments, and ornaments, for they believe that in this way they will win the next world. 9 Indra, on the other hand, even before he had reached the gods, saw this danger: "If this is the self—then, just as it becomes beautifully adorned when this body is beautifully adorned, well dressed when this body is well dressed, and spruced up when this body is spruced up, in exactly the same way it is bound to become blind when this body becomes blind, lame when this body becomes lame, and crip- pled when this body becomes crippled. Upon the death of the body, indeed, it, too, is bound to die. I see nothing worthwhile in this." 2 So he returned again carrying firewood in his hands. Prajapati said to him: "Maghavan, didn't you leave together with Virocana with contented hearts? So, why have you come back? What do you want?" He replied: "If this is the self—then, sir, just as it becomes beautifully adorned when this body is beautifully adorned, well dressed when this body is well dressed, and spruced up when this body is spruced up, in exactly the same way it is bound to become blind when this body becomes blind, lame when this body becomes lame, and crippled when this body becomes crippled. Upon the death of the body, indeed, it, too, is bound to die. I see nothing worthwhile in this." 3 Prajapati told him: "It is exactly as you say, Maghavan. But I will explain it to you further. Stay here for another thirty-two years." So he lived there for another thirty-two years, after which Prajapati spoke to him: 10 "The one who goes happily about in a dream—that is the self; that is the immortal; that is the one free from fear; that is brahman." Indra then left, his heart content. But even before he had reached the gods, he saw this danger: "It is true that this self does not become blind when this body be- comes blind, or lame when the body becomes lame. This self is clearly unaffected by the faults of the body—2it is not killed when this body is slain or rendered lame when this body becomes lame. Nevertheless, people do in a way kill it and chase after it; it does in a way experience unpleasant things; and in a way it even cries. I see nothing worthwhile in this." 3 So he returned again carrying firewood in his hands. Prajapati said to him: "Maghavan, didn't you leave with a contented heart? So, why have you come back? What do you want?" He replied: "It is true, sir, that this self does not become blind when this body becomes blind, or lame when the body becomes lame. This self is clearly unaffected by the faults of this body—4it is not killed when this body is slain or rendered lame when this body becomes lame. Nevertheless, people do in a way kill it and chase after it; it does in a way experience unpleasant things; and in a way it even cries. I see nothing worthwhile in this." 283 Chandogya Upanisad 8.12.5 Prajapati told him: "It is exactly as you say, Maghavan. But I will explain it to you further. Stay here for another thirty-two years." So he lived there for another thirty-two years, after which Prajapati spoke to him: "When one is fast asleep, totally collected and serene, and sees no 11 dreams—that is the self; that is the immortal; that is the one free from fear; that is brahman." Indra then left, his heart content. But even before he had reached the gods, he saw this danger: "But this self as just explained, you see, does not perceive itself fully as, 'I am this'; it does not even know any of these beings here. It has become completely annihilated. I see nothing worthwhile in this." 2 So he returned again carrying firewood in his hands. Prajapati said to him: "Maghavan, didn't you leave with a contented heart? So, why have you come back? What do you want?" He replied: "But, sir, this self as just explained, you see, does not perceive itself fully as 'I am this,' nor even does it know any of these beings here. It has become completely annihilated. I see nothing worthwhile in this." 3 Prajapati told him: "It is exactly as you say, Maghavan. But I will explain it to you further, but only under the following condition—stay here for another five years." So he lived there for another five years. Altogether, that makes one hundred and one years. That is why people say: "For one hundred and one years did Maghavan live as a celibate student with Prajapati." Prajapati then spoke to him: 12 "This body, Maghavan, is mortal; it is in the grip of death. So, it is the abode of this immortal and nonbodily self. One who has a body is in the grip of joy and sorrow, and there is no freedom from joy and sorrow for one who has a body. Joy and sorrow, however, do not affect one who has no body. 2 "The wind is without a body, and so are the rain-cloud, lightning, and thunder. These are without bodies. Now, as these, after they rise up from the space up above and reach the highest light, emerge in their own true appearance, 3 in the very same way, this deeply serene one, after he rises up from this body and reaches the highest light, emerges in his own true appearance. He is the highest person. He roams about there, laughing, playing, and enjoying himself with women, carriages, or relatives, without remembering the appendage that is this body. The lifebreath is yoked to this body, as a draft animal to a cart. 4 "Now, when this sight here gazes into space, that is the seeing person, the fac- ulty of sight enables one to see. The one who is aware: 'Let me smell this'—that is the self; the faculty of smell enables him to smell. The one who is aware: 'Let me say this'—that is the self; the faculty of speech enables him to speak. The one who is aware: 'Let me listen to this'—that is the self; the faculty of hearing enables him to hear. 5The one who is aware: 'Let me think about this'—that is the self; the mind 285 Chandogya Upanisad 8.15.1 is his divine faculty of sight. This very self rejoices as it perceives with his mind, with that divine sight, these objects of desire found in the world of brahman. 6 "It is this self that the gods venerate, as a result of which they have obtained all the worlds and have had all their desires fulfilled. Likewise, when someone dis- covers this self and comes to perceive it, he will obtain all the worlds and have all his desires fulfilled." That was what Prajapati said. 13 From the dark I go into the multicolored, and from the multicolored into the dark. Shaking off evil, like a horse its hair, and freeing myself, like the moon from Rahu's jaws, I, the perfected self (atman), cast off the body, the imper- fect, and attain the world of brahman. 14 Now, what is called space is that which brings forth name and visible ap- pearance. That within which they are located—that is brahman; that is the immortal; that is the self (atman). I go into Prajapati's assembly hall and dwelling! I am the glory of the Brah- mins, the glory of the Ksatriyas, the glory of the Vaisyas! I have attained glory! I am the glory of glories! Let me not go to the gray and toothless state, to the tooth- less, gray, and slobbery state! 15 All this Brahma told to Prajapati; Prajapati to Manu; and Manu to his children. From the teacher's house—where he learned the Veda in the prescribed manner during his free time after his daily tasks for the teacher—he returns, and then, in his own house, he does his daily vedic recitation in a clean place, rears virtuous chil- dren, draws in all his sense organs into himself, and refrains from killing any creature except for a worthy person—someone who lives this way all his life attains the world of brahman, and he does not return again. The end of the Chandogya Upanisad. 287 
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